European capital markets
The regulatory considerations for banks as they move
beyond Brexit

Introduction and contents

Brexit became a reality when the Transition Period ended on 31 December 2020, four and a half years after the UK Brexit referendum. While there
were no major disruptions to financial or market stability, major changes have nevertheless occurred in European capital markets.
These changes are by no means at an end.
In this report, in collaboration with IHS Markit, we look at the story so far, and at the regulatory considerations for banks as they move beyond
Brexit.
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Executive summary
The impact of Brexit on European capital markets – the story so far
Location of banks’ new EU hubs

Bank relocations
• Brexit brought to an end the UK’s membership of the EU and its unfettered access to the Single Market. UK-based banks set up new EU entities and
shifted staff, assets, risk management capabilities, and investment services and activities from the UK to the EU. Germany has been the main
destination for new bank authorisations, with Ireland, France, the Netherlands and Luxembourg also key jurisdictions. 70% of the EUR 1.2 tn of assets
banks planned to shift into the EU were capital markets assets.1

New trading venues and shifts in trading
• New trading venues and systematic internalisers (SI) have been authorised in the EU to maintain EU clients’ access to markets and liquidity. No single
EU capital markets hub has emerged, but the Netherlands has been the main destination for multilateral trading facilities (MTFs), France for organised
trading facilities (OTFs), and Germany for SIs.
• For equity markets, the firms operating the largest MTFs and SIs in Europe now have venues or SIs in both the UK and EU. On the first day of trading
after the end of the Transition Period, EUR 6.3 bn of daily EEA share trading migrated from UK to EU venues, representing the majority of the market.2
For bonds, EU supervisory expectations have led to the shift of traders and market risk of EU government (and some corporate) bonds and repos to
the EU, with an associated migration of trading volumes.
• IHS Markit data shows that across EUR, GBP and USD interest rate swaps (IRS), trading volumes on UK venues declined and increased on EU and US
venues. Overall, more trading went to US than EU venues. Some EUR IRS trading volumes shifted from UK to EU and US venues beyond that strictly
required by regulation. While OTC IRS trading volumes may have moved, there does not appear to have been an impact on market liquidity. Also,
there has been little or no change in where OTC IRS are cleared, with the vast majority of trades still cleared on UK CCPs.

Source: ECB

• While some capital markets activity has migrated from the UK to the EU, the UK
remains the largest capital markets hub in Europe.

• Fragmentation has led to a significant increase in cost across banks’ European
operations, without so far any corresponding increase in revenues. Some banks will
continue to struggle to achieve target returns on equity (RoEs) in Europe.

• The movement of business, capital and people from the UK to the EU has been driven
more by regulatory than commercial considerations.

• In many cases, UK entities have been left with reduced profitability and the new or
expanded EU entities are struggling to develop viable business models and achieve
sustainable profitability.

1: Implications of Brexit for the EU financial landscape, European Central Bank (ECB), March 2020.
2: Joint Committee of the European Supervisory Authorities Report on Risks and Vulnerabilities in the EU Financial System, March 2021.
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Executive summary
Regulatory considerations for banks as they move beyond Brexit
Significant regulatory developments that will shape European capital markets in the future
• How will the ECB supervise the UK and rest of world
(RoW)3 banks that need to establish an EU Intermediate
Parent Undertaking (IPU) by December 2023?
• How will the EU treat branches of third country banks?
• How will supervisory expectations around booking
models and substance evolve, e.g. in relation to the
location of senior staff?

• Will the EU restrict portfolio delegation to third
countries?

• Will the EU seek further changes to the MiFID II/MiFIR third
country regime?
• Will key equivalence decisions be made and how will the EU
seek to reduce the EU’s exposure to UK central
counterparties (CCPs)?
• How will EU and UK regulation evolve and how will
regulatory divergence affect equivalence decisions?
• What progress will the UK make on Trade Deals with key
non-EU jurisdictions, and to what extent will these Trade
Deals incorporate financial services?

If the EU takes a closed
approach to third country
firm activities, it will be
much less likely to become
a location of choice for
banks’ global activities. In
contrast, an open
approach would provide
banks with more flexibility
to balance regulatory and
commercial considerations
to the benefit of EU
customers.

Banks’ European footprints
Inefficiencies resulting from Brexit and the post-COVID-19 macroeconomic environment set the
context within which banks will consider their European footprint. Banks will consider three key
areas:
1. Review and optimise legal entity
structures. Banks should review and
optimise their legal entity structures to
ensure that they have the right legal
entities, permissions, risk model
approvals and infrastructure needed to
support their clients and deliver their
strategic ambitions.

2. Optimise the distribution of activities
across jurisdictions and legal entities.
For any given legal entity structure,
banks should look to optimise their
balance sheets, including within IPU
sub-groups (where relevant), and
between UK and EU entities.

3: By the term “RoW bank“ we are referring to any bank that is headquartered outside of the EEA or UK.

3. Identify growth opportunities and align
European footprint with global strategy.
Banks should look beyond near-term
regulatory and supervisory pressures
resulting from Brexit and identify
strategic growth opportunities in Europe
and beyond.

The situation in
which banks find themselves
today across their combined
European operations is not a
stable equilibrium. Banks face
some difficult decisions about
how to reconcile regulatory and
supervisory requirements with
commercial realities.
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Banks’ legal entity structure and booking models
UK-based banks expanded their EU footprint
Legal entity structure
• Brexit brought to an end the UK’s membership of the EU and its unfettered access to the Single Market.
• UK-based banks set up new EU entities and shifted staff, assets, risk management capabilities, and investment
services and activities from the UK to the EU. They also revised EU branch networks, for example by
transferring EU branches of UK entities to their (new) EU entities.
• Germany has been the main destination for new bank authorisations, with Ireland, France, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg also key jurisdictions (Figure 1).
• By March 2020, UK-based banks planned to move EUR 1.2tn of assets to euro area entities on completion of
their target operating models (Figure 2), of which the majority – 70% - comprised capital markets assets.
• EU banks with branches in the UK are having to apply for authorisation as third country banks and are also
rebalancing their activities between the UK and EU to satisfy the expectations of their home regulators.

Figure 1: Location of EU hub

Figure 2: Planned target operating
model assets (EUR bn)

Booking models
• A bank’s booking model sets out the product mix, client base, risk management and operating practices across
its legal entity structure.
• Banks were required to set out both “Day 1” and “Day 2” plans for the ECB and EU National Competent
Authorities (NCAs) as part of the licensing process for their new banking and investment firm entities. “Day 1”
plans focused on the changes required so that banks could continue their services on Brexit “Day 1”, with “Day
2” plans setting out the timeline within which banks agreed to transfer risk management of specific products to
the EU, with associated first and second line capability.
• Banks are continuing to build out the substance agreed as part of these plans.
• Among the ECB’s expectations are that “EU products and transactions with EU clients involving non-EU
products” should be booked in the EU, while “risk management capabilities related to EU products” should be
located in the EU.4 However, there is no uniform definition of the term “EU product”, and in practice, the
approach varies depending on the business and operating model of the bank.

4: ECB supervision newsletter, Brexit: banks should prepare for year-end and beyond, November 2020.

Source: ECB

Source: ECB
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Markets
New venues authorised in the EU and migration of certain trading activity
Market structure
New trading venues and SIs have been authorised in the EU to maintain EU clients’ access to markets and liquidity. No single EU hub has emerged, but the Netherlands has been
the main destination for MTFs, France for OTFs, and Germany for SIs. The UK has nevertheless retained its dominant position in terms of the overall number of authorised venues
and SIs.

Figure 3: EU MTF authorisations

Source: ESMA register

Figure 4: EU OTF authorisations

Figure 5: EU SI authorisations

Source: ESMA register

Source: ESMA register

Equity markets
The firms operating the largest MTFs and SIs in Europe now have venues or SIs in
both the UK and EU. On the first day of trading after the end of the Transition Period,
EUR 6.3 bn of daily EEA share trading migrated from UK to EU venues, representing
the majority of the market. This occurred due to the absence of the relevant EU
equivalence decision in relation to the share trading obligation.

Bond markets
While there is no trading obligation for bonds, EU supervisory expectations have led
to the shift of traders and market risk of EU government (and some corporate) bonds
and repos to the EU, with an associated migration of trading volumes.

8
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OTC IRS – All IRS
Trading volumes on UK venues declined and overall more trading went to US than EU venues
The combination of a relatively hard Brexit for financial services, the lack of EU – UK equivalence (or a progressive, detailed financial services agreement), combined with the
equivalence available from both the EU and the UK to use US swap execution facilities (SEFs), has driven some former UK venue volume to SEFs and a number of EU venues,
primarily in Amsterdam and to a lesser extent in Paris.5

UK venues

EU and US venues
• The market share of EU venues and SEFs grew across all three
currencies in Q1 2021, compared to the prior six months.
• The market share of SEFs grew by 11% for EUR IRS, 8% for GBP IRS and
9% for USD IRS between July 2020 and March 2021.
• In aggregate across the three currencies, more trading went to US
venues than EU venues: SEF trades grew by approximately 15,000
trades (GBP 2.4 tn aggregate notional) in March 2021 and EU venue
trades grew by approximately 13,000 trades (GBP 1.6 tn aggregate
notional) in March 2021.6
Figure 7: GBP All IRS – Market share by volume
Figure 8: USD All IRS – Market share by volume

• Trading volumes on UK venues fell in Q1 2021 across all three
currencies, compared to the prior six months.
• The largest decline was for EUR IRS, where the market share of UK
venues fell by 29% between July 2020 and March 2021.
• In aggregate across the three currencies, trading volumes on UK
venues fell by approximately 19,300 trades, representing a fall in
aggregate notional of GBP 2.3 tn in March 2021.

Figure 6: EUR All IRS – Market share by volume

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

5: IHS Markit compiled Q1 2021 data on single currency OTC IRS across EUR, GBP and USD using its MarkitWire platform. The calculations are generally, except as otherwise stated, based on (i) all new single currency interest rate swaps, including IRS and OIS (fixed versus
floating), fixed versus fixed swaps and basis swaps (floating vs floating) referencing all floating rate options (indices). US venues include all SEFs registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. To note, there are also a small quantity of US MTF/OTF trades. As
these are immaterial, they have been ignored for the purposes of this analysis.
6: The calculation compares market share in March 2021 versus July 2020. The percentage difference is multiplied by the number of trades in March 2021 and by the aggregate notional traded in March 2021. The conversion to EUR, USD and GBP use 31/3/2021 rates of
GBP:EUR 1:1.1725 and EUR:USD 1:1.17235.
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OTC IRS – non-DTO/MAT
Some EUR IRS trading volumes shifted from the UK to the EU and US beyond that required by regulation

• The EU, UK and US regimes all contain requirements for in-scope firms to trade specified products on specified venues.7 Stripping out the transactions in products subject to
these requirements, there was still some shift in trading from UK to EU and US venues, mainly for EUR IRS. This means that some trading volumes in EUR IRS left UK venues,
beyond what was strictly required by regulation.
• Between July 2020 and March 2021, the market share of EUR IRS fell by 15% on UK venues, but grew by 10% on EU venues and 9% on SEFs. This could mean that the volume
shift of some EUR IRS products has acted as a pull for further EUR IRS products to be traded in the EU, or it could reflect the difficulty in distinguishing between DTO and non-DTO
products, making it more straightforward for many EU clients to transact all their EUR IRS on an EU venue.
• The market share of USD IRS for non-DTO IRS on SEFs also grew by 14%. This was potentially drawn by the concentration of the USD IRS market on SEFs; looking at all swaps, the
market share of SEFs for USD IRS increased from 39% in July 2020 to 48% in March 2021.

Figure 9: EUR non-DTO/MAT – Market share by volume

Figure 10: GBP non-DTO/MAT – Market share by volume

Figure 11: USD non-DTO/MAT – Market share by volume

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

7: In the EU and UK this is the derivatives trading obligation (DTO). The US has a similar requirement called Made Available to Trade (MAT). The full set of EU and UK DTO and US MAT rules are complex. As a proxy for subject to a trading obligation, IHS Markit has used
Product IRS (fixed float), Tenor DTO/MAT, Spot starting (i.e. excluded non-spot but also excluded IMM which is DTO/MAT), Roll frequency 3m or 6m and Floating Rate Option (index) DTO/MAT.
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OTC IRS – D2D and D2C
Shift in trading volumes has been more significant in D2D than D2C markets and D2D markets reacted more quickly
• Trading volumes on UK venues fell across the three currencies in dealer-to-dealer (D2D) markets, while they rose for EU venues and SEFs across the three currencies.
• For dealer-to-client (D2C) markets we observe a similar but less pronounced pattern for EUR IRS (and to a lesser extent in GBP and USD). The less pronounced impact on D2C than
D2D markets may be due to EU clients being more likely to trade already on EU venues, while EU banks were more likely to access both EU and UK venues.
• D2D markets appear to have reacted ahead of the end of the Transition Period, but the shift to SEF for EUR D2C markets appears to have occurred in March. This delayed shift to
SEF could have been facilitated by FCA relief, which allowed UK banks subject to the UK DTO to trade on EU venues with, or on behalf of, EU clients where their EU clients do not
have access to a SEF. EU clients may have used this time to make arrangements to access a SEF.
Figure 12: EUR D2D IRS – Market share by volume

Figure 13: GBP D2D IRS – Market share by volume

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

Figure 15: EUR D2C IRS – Market share by volume

Figure 16: GBP D2C IRS – Market share by volume

Figure 17: USD D2C IRS – Market share by volume

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

Source: IHS Markit

Figure 14: USD D2D IRS – Market share by volume
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OTC IRS – impact on liquidity
Clearing, market access, staff location, and market liquidity

Little or no change in where OTC IRS are cleared
• Based on March 2021 data, approximately 93% of EUR IRS, 94% of GBP IRS and
96% of USD IRS are cleared.
• Where OTC IRS clear and where they trade are independent decisions. Taking an
average since July 2020, UK CCPs clear over 99.5% of the GBP IRS market, 95% of
the USD IRS market, and 91% of the EUR IRS market.
• There has been little or no change in where OTC IRS are cleared.

Reduced market access
• Due to the absence of equivalence in relation to the DTO, some EU and
UK banks and EU and UK clients have reduced market access.

There does not appear to have been an impact on
market liquidity
• The result of Brexit has been a more geographically fragmented market in EUR and
GBP IRS and a more geographically concentrated market in USD IRS on SEFs.
Although IHS Markit has not performed a liquidity analysis, anecdotally the
geographical fragmentation does not appear to have had a direct impact on liquidity.
• January 2021 saw generally reduced activity, both in terms of volumes and notional
traded compared to January 2020. This could be explained by low volatility, caused
by a low and stable interest rate environment. However, volumes rebounded in
February and to an even greater extent in March. This rebound has been primarily
driven by inflation fears in the US.

Figure 18: 2021 trading volumes versus five-year average

The location of traders, salespeople and introducing brokers has
not necessarily changed
• Even though trading volumes may have moved from a regulated venue in one
location to a regulated venue in another, the venue is often a sibling venue.
• Therefore, the location of the traders, salespeople and introducing brokers
may not have changed.

Source: IHS Markit
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Brexit inefficiencies
Changes made to legal entity structures, booking models and business models have introduced and/or increased a
number of inefficiencies within banks’ capital and operating models
Duplication
• New legal entities require senior
management and supporting staff,
as well as supporting
infrastructure, real estate, IT
hardware and software assets,
entailing additional overheads.

TLAC/MREL
• Changes to legal entity structures
have resolvability implications,
including for the distribution of
bail-in-able resources, particularly
if an IPU is involved in new
structures.

FMI membership
• Fragmentation of trading between
the UK and EU have led to banks
having to become members of
additional market infrastructures,
entailing additional costs per
membership.

Capital and liquidity
• New legal entities must meet
capital and liquidity requirements
on a standalone basis, fragmenting
and reducing the fungibility of
financial resources previously
located on a single balance sheet.

Booking models

1

We analysed the impact of
fragmenting portfolios by
modelling risk-weighted assets
for a stylised, hypothetical
portfolio of cleared EURdenominated IRS trades under
the standardised approach for
counterparty credit risk (SACCR). Pre-split, we assumed all
trades were initiated by a single
entity, and cleared through one
CCP, with several netting sets
based on maturity.

• Risk management centres of
excellence have been fragmented
between locations and product
types, splitting staff, infrastructure
and financial resources.

CCP contributions
• Membership of additional CCPs
entails contributions to default
funds and reduces potential for
multilateral netting of exposures
within any one CCP, increasing
aggregate margin requirements.

3

Portfolio fragmentation
– a worked example 8

In the first scenario, where
netting sets were maintained,
SA-CCR capital requirements
increased by 8% as a result of
the portfolio split.
In the second scenario, where
netting sets were fragmented,
SA-CCR capital requirements
increased by 51%.

4

8: This exercise was undertaken for a hypothetical portfolio, and only modelled SA-CCR capital. Banks will in practice need to factor in a range of other requirements and considerations. The calculations are undertaken on the basis
that all exposures meet all relevant eligibility criteria for netting.

The extreme variation in
the capital impact of
splitting portfolios
illustrates the
sensitivity of capital to
the specific ways in
which portfolios are
constituted, and the
challenges of getting
these splits right as a
result of Brexit.
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Regulatory developments that will shape European
capital markets in the future
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Our interim assessment
The more important question for banks is not so much what has happened so far, but what happens next

• While some capital markets activity has migrated from the UK to
the EU, there is no doubt that the UK remains the largest capital
markets hub in Europe.
• The movement of business, capital and people from the UK to the
EU has been driven more by regulatory than purely commercial
considerations.
• Fragmentation has led to a significant increase in cost across
banks’ European operations, without so far any corresponding
increase in revenues. The challenging European macroeconomic
environment will continue to make it difficult for some banks to
achieve target RoEs in Europe.
• In many cases, UK entities have been left with reduced
profitability and the new or expanded EU entities are struggling to
develop viable business models and achieve sustainable
profitability.

“In our view, the situation in
which banks find themselves today
across their combined European
operations is not a stable equilibrium,
particularly when we take into account
the future regulatory developments
which will shape European capital
markets. Banks face some difficult
decisions about how to reconcile
regulatory and supervisory
requirements with commercial
realities.”
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Key regulatory developments
How regulatory developments play out will be crucial in shaping European capital markets in the medium term
Significant regulatory questions
• How will the ECB supervise the UK and RoW banks that need to establish an
EU IPU by December 2023?

• Will the EU seek further changes to the MiFID II/MiFIR third country regime?

• How will the EU treat branches of third country banks?

• Will key equivalence decisions be made and how will the EU seek to reduce
the EU’s exposure to UK CCPs?

• How will supervisory expectations around booking models and substance
evolve, e.g. in relation to the location of senior staff?

• How will EU and UK regulation evolve and how will regulatory divergence
affect equivalence decisions?

• Will the EU restrict portfolio delegation to third countries?

• What progress will the UK make on Trade Deals with key non-EU jurisdictions,
and to what extent will these Trade Deals incorporate financial services?

EU INSTITUTIONS – recommendations from
working group on transfer of EU-denominated
financial contracts to EU CCPs (exp. mid-2021)

EC – MiFID II / MiFIR Review (exp. Q4
2021 / Q1 2022)

EBA – report on treatment
of third-country branches
(exp. 28/6/21)

EC – AIFMD review
legislative proposal,
expected to cover
portfolio delegation (exp.
Q4 2021)

EBA - application date for
IPU requirements
(30/12/23)

EC – temporary equivalence
of UK CCP regime to expire
(30/6/22)

HMT – follow-up to call for evidence on overseas framework (exp. TBC 2021)
HMT CP on revisions to
the capital markets
regime (exp. Q2 2021)

Q2 2021

HMT proposal on revisions
to the capital markets
regime (exp. Q4 2021)

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Regulators’ transitional
relief to end (exp.
31/3/22)

H1 2022

Temporary Transitional
Power to end (exp.
31/12/22)

H2 2022

Temporary Permissions
Regime to end (exp.
31/12/23)

2023
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What will the future look like?
Capital markets outcomes will vary considerably according to whether policymakers and regulators in the EU (and to a
lesser extent in the UK) adopt more closed or open approaches to third country firms
We set out two theoretical scenarios – one closed, one open – to illustrate how policy approaches could influence European capital markets

Scenario 1: the
closed approach

• In this scenario, some UK and RoW banks bring more substance into the EU and
manage more market risk in the EU. Their EU entities become more standalone, and
less reliant on non-EU expertise. Fragmentation of booking models means that certain
business activities within the EU are not profitable and are therefore reduced.
• There is a growth in portfolio management in the EU, but also a growth in assets
under management (AUM) in UK funds and asset service providers.
• In the absence of key equivalence decisions, EU clients and counterparties face less
choice, less (or more expensive) access to non-EU expertise, and increased costs.
• The UK regime is more tailored to its capital markets, but protracted negotiations and
uncertainty around UK Trade Deals entails limited growth in business with other
jurisdictions to offset the business that has left the UK as a result of Brexit.
• Ultimately, the closed approach leads to a growth of capital markets activity in the EU.
This acts as a pull for further liquidity to migrate to the EU.
• However, the growth is confined to EU products and EU clients. The EU’s restrictive
approach to market access means it is much less likely to become a location of choice
for banks’ global activities.

What will
the future
look like?

Scenario 2:
the open approach

• The open approach is closer to the post-Brexit status quo than the closed approach.
• EU entities continue to rely on non-EU expertise across many products. EEA share
trading largely remains in the EU, but derivative trading subject to the DTO moves to
the venue which provides best execution, which may be in the EU, UK or US.
• The UK regime is tailored to its capital markets. Successful Trade Deals incorporate
financial services, enhancing the UK’s reputation as a global capital markets hub.
• There is limited pull for further trading activity and liquidity to migrate to the EU,
except for specific products/sectors in which the EU builds expertise.
• However, building a global market in specific products or sectors through regulatory
openness may lead to deeper, globally integrated, EU capital markets.
• Meanwhile, some global banks may also look to do more in non-EU/UK jurisdictions,
for instance certain booking activities or expertise, as they assess their businesses in a
more open global environment.
• In short, the open scenario provides more flexibility for banks to achieve a better
balance between regulatory and commercial considerations and to provide a broader
range of services at lower cost to their customers.
19
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Banks’ European footprint
Banks should review and optimise legal entity structures

Key Focus area

Questions

Actions

1. Review and optimise
legal entity
structures
Banks should review
and optimise their
legal entity
structures to ensure
that they have the
right legal entities,
permissions, risk
model approvals
and infrastructure
needed to support
their clients, deliver
their strategic
ambitions, and
meet other
regulatory
requirements (e.g.
on resolvability).

Do RoW banks need a UK subsidiary, given the loss of passporting? While substantial UK subsidiaries may remain a core
part of some global banks’ operating model, others are likely to re-evaluate their utility in order to release capital.

Undertake a legal entity
optimisation programme to
simplify and enhance the bank’s
legal entity structure and usage.

Should RoW banks increase the proportion of activity undertaken through their UK branches? As third country branches
have access to the parent entity capital base, some groups will consider growing their third country branches relative
to UK subsidiaries. The UK remains open to hosting significant capital markets activities through third country branches
(subject to conditions). However, the Prudential Regulation Authority’s risk appetite for certain activities being
conducted through third country branches may be limited. In addition, some clients will prefer to face a UK subsidiary.

In turn, what role should UK and RoW banks give to third country branches in the EU? It is not currently possible to
passport from third country branches in the EU, limiting their geographical scope. But some banks maintain branch
presences for operational purposes (including to access ECB discount window). Moreover, differing regulatory regimes
across Member States may mean that branches fulfil a useful role within a bank’s broader European operating model.
The EU may however seek to harmonise its approach to third country branches and/or bring large third country
branches under Single Supervisory Mechanism supervision.
How should in-scope RoW and UK banks respond to the legal entity implications of the IPU requirements? Banks are
working through significant strategic questions, including the balance of assets between subsidiaries and third country
branches, and between EU and non-EU entities. Banks may also look to rationalise their EU footprint to eliminate
superfluous subsidiaries.

Undertake an IPU strategic
options analysis based on the
bank’s current and projected EU
balance sheet. This should
factor in lessons learned from
US Intermediate Holding
Company implementation
where relevant.
Define and execute a strategy to
enhance regulatory
relationships across the
European footprint, in particular
for regulators with which the
firm has had fewer historical
interactions.
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Banks’ European footprint
Banks should optimise the distribution of activities across jurisdictions and legal entities

Key Focus areas

Questions

Actions

2. Optimise the
distribution of
activities across
jurisdictions and
legal entities
For any given legal
entity structure,
banks should look to
optimise their
balance sheets,
including within IPU
sub-groups (where
relevant), and
between UK and
EU entities.

What are the consequences of various possible distributions of activity for regulatory capital? Banks should conduct a
capital consumption analysis of their European booking model to identify potential areas for optimisation, in
conjunction with market access rules.

Conduct a capital consumption
analysis of the European
booking model.

What preferences do clients have in terms of types and locations of entities with which they are willing to transact?
While regulators may set requirements for where and how certain types of business can take place, banks must remain
responsive to client needs and preferences (within the constraints imposed through regulation and supervision).

Monitor evolving client
preferences and consider the
implications for the distribution
of their capital markets
business.

Are there “tipping points“, such that once a certain portion of business, staff or operational infrastructure has moved, it
becomes more efficient to move more substantial portions or even entire functions and businesses? Banks should look
to determine such tipping points and track progress as the economic, commercial and regulatory environment evolves.
These analyses may trigger deeper consideration of banks’ European operating models and the sustainability of their
UK and EU business models. There may also be tipping points from a tax perspective.
At what point does there become a case for RoW banks to consider relocating their European headquarters? While the
UK has typically been the destination of choice for many RoW banks’ European headquarters, in the medium to long
term, some banks may begin to consider whether the “centre of gravity” of their European business has shifted.

Evaluate the impact of different
regulatory scenarios on the
European operating model and
ensure impact assessments
respond dynamically to evolving
circumstances.
Monitor ongoing shifts in the
European capital markets
landscape beyond minimum
Brexit “Day 2” compliance
requirements.
22

Banks’ European footprint: growth opportunities
Banks should identify growth opportunities and align European footprint with global strategy

Key Focus areas

Questions

Actions

3. Identify growth
opportunities and
align European
footprint with global
strategy
Banks should look
beyond near-term
regulatory and
supervisory
pressures resulting
from Brexit and
consider the
evolving
macroeconomic,
commercial, and
political landscape
in order to identify
strategic growth
opportunities in
Europe and beyond.

Where should banks locate new business? Banks will consider the distribution of this business within Europe, but also
between Europe and other jurisdictions. Banks will also likely assess whether the EU is on track to develop truly global
– as opposed to regionally-focused – financial markets.

Undertake location analysis to
determine where to locate new
business, considering the UK/EU
regulatory landscape and
constraints.

To what extent will the commercial and regulatory environment drive broader shifts in global footprints? Global banks
may look beyond the question of their EU/UK footprints and consider the viability of moving certain booking activities
or expertise to their home jurisdictions.

Monitor the economics of doing
business in European capital
markets relative to outside of
Europe.
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Conclusion
The situation in which banks find themselves today across their combined European operations is not a stable
equilibrium, and there is more change yet to come

Regulatory and
commercial pressures
will influence change

Banks, clients and
counterparties face
increased costs

Banks must strike the
right balance between
drivers of change

Brexit has already led to a number of significant changes in how banks provide capital markets services
and activities into the EU. However, there are further changes to come, driven both by regulation and
the commercial pressures that banks face, especially in the current, very difficult economic
environment. In many ways, we are still only on the first chapter of changes driven by Brexit.
It is not yet clear how much more capital markets activity will migrate from the UK to the EU, or outside
Europe altogether. However, what is clear in our view is that the more closed the approach, the higher
are clients’, counterparties’ and banks’ costs and risks, and the lower are clients’ and counterparties’
choice and access to markets. In particular, if the EU takes a restrictive approach to market access, it is
much less likely to become a location of choice for banks’ global activities.
Banks will need to monitor the impact of regulatory developments on their business models and
strategy and invest in EU regulatory relationships. When considering their European footprint, banks
should review and optimise both their legal entity structures and the distribution of activities across
jurisdictions and legal entities. They should also identify growth opportunities and align their
European footprint with their global strategy. This will set them on the right course for dealing with
the trilemma they face in terms of meeting the expectations of three key stakeholder groups: their
customers, their regulators and their shareholders.
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For further detail please see our full length report - European capital markets: the regulatory considerations for banks as they move beyond Brexit
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